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Abstract


Emerging distributed multimedia applications have strin-
gent performance requirements in terms of bandwidth, de-
lay, delay-jitter, and loss rate. The Tenet real-time protocol
suite provides the services and mechanisms for delivering
such performance guarantees, even during periods of high
network load and congestion. The protocols achieve this
by using resource management, connection admission con-
trol, and appropriate packet service disciplines inside the
network. The Sequoia 2000 network employs the Tenet Pro-
tocol Suite at each of its hosts and routers making it one of
the first wide area packet-switched networks to provide end-
to-end per-connection performance guarantees. This paper
presents experiments with the Tenet protocols on the Se-
quoia 2000 network including measurements of the perfor-
mance of the protocols, the service received by real multime-
dia applications using the protocols, and comparisons with
the service received by applications that use the Internet


protocols (UDP/IP). We conclude that the Tenet protocols


successfully protect the real-time channels from other traffic
in the network, including other real-time channels, and allow
channels to continue to meet their performance guarantees,
even when the network is highly loaded.
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1 Introduction


High speed networks are enabting the coexistence of com-
puter data traffic with new multimedia applications. The
widespread use of video and audio tools over the Internet
has demonstrated the potential advantages of integrated ser-
vices packet switched networks [2]. Currently, most of these


applications are based on the Internet Protocol Suite [3],


which adopts a connection-less architecture in the network
layer. In the current Internet, 1P routers do not discriminate
between packets from different conversations. The network
provides best-effort service and is vulnerable to congestion.
The performance of each individual application is sensitive
to the overall network load.


In order to build robust, user-friendly multimedia appli-
cations, the network needs to offer a service that provides
end-to-end performance guarantees on a per-connection ba-
sis. The Tenet Group at the University of California
at Berkeley has designed a protocol suite that supports
guaranteed-performance communication in a heterogeneous


internetworking environment. The Tenet protocol suite dif-
fers from the DARPA Internet suite in that it is based on a
connection-oriented and reservation-based architecture. The
protocols have been implemented in a number of hardware
and software platforms and are running on a variety of net-
works including the Sequoia 2000 wide area network. Several
multimedia application programs have been built on top of
the protocol suite.


In this paper, a me=urement study evaluating the per-
formance of the Tenet protocol suite is presented. A previous


study [13] evaluated the performance of the data-delivery


protocols in a local area network using synthetic workloads.
This study overcomes many limitations of the prior work
by extending the scenario to a wide area network, by using
rest multimedia applications to generate the workload, by
measuring end-to-end throughput and packet inter-arrival
characteristics, by measuring the qualitative effect of the im-
provement in service provided to the end users, and by mea-
suring the overhead associated with channel establishment
and admission control. Our conclusion is that the Tenet
protocols protect the real-time connections, both from best-
effort traffic and other real-time connections, and continue to
provide the performance required by the applications, even
under high network utilization conditions.


In Section 2 we provide some background to this study
by describing the Tenet schemes and the Sequoia 2000 net-
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work. In Section 3, we describe the methodology of the
experiments. Next, in Section 4, we present measure-
ments of the performance of the data delivery protocols
(RMTP/RTIP) and the resource reservation and signaling


protocol (RCAP). We also measure the performance of a


video-conferencing application (tic) on the Tenet protocols,


and compare it to the performance of the same application


on the Internet (U DP/IP) protocols. In addition, we mea-
sure the effect of the performance improvement on the real
users by taking an opinion poll. Finally, in the remainder of
the paper, we discuss the implications of the measurements
and conclude.


2 Background


In order to set the context for the experiments, this section
providea background information about the Tenet protocols
and the Sequoia 2000 testbed.


2.1 Tenet Protocol Suite


The Tenet protocol suite provides real-time or guaranteed
performance communication services in an internetworking


environment [4]. The protocol suite adopts a connection-


oriented and reservation-baaed architecture. The basic ab-
straction is the real-time channel, which defines communica-
tion services with guaranteed trfic and performance parame-
ters in a packet-switched network [6]. A channel’s trailic is
characterized by its peak rate, average rate, an averaging
interval and a maximum packet size. The possible perfor-
mance parameters include end-t~end packet delay, delay-
jitter, buffer overflow probability and delay bound violation
probability.


In the Tenet scheme, before communication starts, the
client specfies its traflic characteristics and performance re-
quirements to the network. The client’s traffic and perfor-
mance parameters are translated into local parameters, and
a set of connection admission control conditions are teated at
each switch. The new channel is accepted only if its admia-
sion would not cause the performance guarantees made to
other channels to be violated. During data transfers, each
switch will service packets from different channels accord-
ing to a packet service discipline; by ensuring that the local
performance requirements are met at each switch, the end-
to-end performance requirements can be satisfied. Notice
that there are two levels of control in this paradigm: con-
nection admission control at the connection level, and service
discipline at the packet level.


The Tenet schemes are implemented in the Tenet proto-
col suite shown in Figure 1. The protocols are divided into
data delivery and control protocols. The data delivery prot~
cola consist of the Real-Tree Internet Protocol (RTIP) [14]
at the network layer , and the Real-time Message Transport


Protocol (RMTP) and the Continuous Media Transport Pro


tocol (CMTP) [12] at the transport layer. The control proto-
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Figure 1: Tenet Real-Time Protocol Suite


CO1is called the Real-time Channel Administration Protocol
(RCAP) [1]. While RTIP is responsible for packet schedul-
ing, RCAP performs channel est abliahment, tear-down, and
connection admission control tests. As shown in the figure,
the Internet protocols, which are used to provide a best-
effort service for non-real-time traflic, coexist with the Tenet
protocols.


2.2 The Sequoia 2000 Network


The Sequoia 2000 network provides the communications in-
frastructure for global change researchers and computer sci-
entists involved in the Sequoia 2000 Project [11]. Sequoia


scientists require networka which support real-time scien-
tific visualization and video conferencing applications aa well
as high-speed data delivery services for the maaaive data
sets characterizing global change applications [5]. To sat-
isfy these requirements, Sequoia researchers are investigating
methods for providing both real-time and best-effort services
for voice, video, and data delivery on the Sequoia network.
Currently, the Internet protocols are used for beat-effort data
delivery, while the Tenet protocols are under investigation as
a possible solution for real-time requirements.


The topology of the Sequoia network is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Its infrastructure consists of FDDI rings for local
distribution with private T1 leased lines for wide-area ser-
vices. DECstation 5000/240 general-purpose workstations
interconnect the FDDI and T1 links and serve as network
routers. These routers, along with many of the scientific
workstations located at the individual Sequoia research sites,


run a custornined version of the ULTRIXTM operating sys-
tem which includes an implementation of the Tenet proto-
cols. As shown in the figure, the Sequoia network provides
service to the California Department of Water Resources,
UC Davis, UC Berkeley, UC Santa Barbara, UCLA, the San
Diego Supercomputer Center, UC San Diego, and Scripps
Institute of Oceanography. T1 links interconnect all sit-
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Figure2: Sequoia 2000 Network Topology


except those in San Diego, which are connected via a num-
berof inter-campus FDDI rings.


Sequoia researchers at the sites shown in Figure 2 use sci-
entific workstations in their studies of global change. Typ-
ically, global change researchers use their workstations to
load, browse, and query objects such as satellite weather
maps and global climate modeling data in the Bigfoot
databaae [n] located at UC Berkeley using the Sequoia net-
work as the transport medium. Additionally, many Sequoia
workstations now support network transmission ofdlgitally-


encoded audio and video streams. In particular, several
DECstation and Alpha workstations connected to the Se-
quoia network employ DEC’S J-Video and J300 hardware
compression/decompression cards which also provide live
video and audio capture feat ures. Cameraa, speakers, and
microphones attached to these cards provide audio and video
data for multimedia applications. The Sequoia network is
thus a good example of an integrated services network which
supports different types of traffic with vastly different char-
acteristics and requirements.


3 Methodology


The performance measurements presented in this paper in-
clude packet queueing and forwarding performance in the
kernels of the routers, throughput and packet inter-arrival
measurements at the destination hosts, qualitative assess-
ment of the video performance as perceived by end users
with and without the Tenet protocols, and measurement of
the latencies involved in channel establishment and admis-
sion control. The kernel measurements provide us with an
understanding of the performance of our protocols at a single
router in the network (chosen to be the congestion point).
The measurements at the destination provide a quantita-
tive evaluation of the end-t-end performance provided to a
RTIP connection by the network, and allows us to compare
this performance with that achieved by a UDP/IP session.


The qualitative assessment allows us to judge the impact


of the improved performance on the perceptual quality of a
multimedia application. The measurements of the call est ab-
olishment protocol allow us to allay fears about the impact of
the admission control mechanism on the set up time required
to start a multimedia session.


For the router measurement, we instrumented the ker-
nel on the router. Timestamps were taken at various points
inside the kernel for each arrival of a real-time packet, and
stored in a circular buffer inside the kernel. A user level
program periodically read the measurement data from the
kernel and stored them on disk. In the measurement, we
incorporated a technique developed by David Mills and en-


hanced the granularity of the DECStation 5000/240 system
clock to I microsecond by taking advantage of an undocu-
mented 25M Hz hardware register.


To measure the end-to-end throughput and packet inter-
arrival times we used tcpdunp [7] to obtain packet traces at
the destination host, and used post processing to separate
the packet streams corresponding to the different streams.


The qualitative assessment of the comparative video perfor-
mance was based on an opinion poll. A similar method has


been used in [8].


To measure the performance of the control protocol
(RCAP) we used the enhanced system clock to place mi-
crosecond accurate timest amps on the cent rol packets them-
selves. We also instrumented the control protocol code to
meiwmre the delays on various code paths.


4 Measurement Experiments


Figure 3 shows the general scenario for the various experi-
ments that demonstrate the various aspects of the capabil-
ities of the protocols. As shown, the scenario involves the
transport of live real-time video over the Sequoia Network
using the program vie, a video conferencing tool developed
by Steve McCanne of the University of CsJifornia at Berke-
ley. Vic uses DEC’S J-Video hardware to do motion JPEG
compression oft he digitized live video input. At the receiver,
vic sends the incoming video data to its local J-Video board
for decompression and then displays the stream in a window
oft he receiver’s workstation. Vic allows the sender to choose
a sending bandwidth by appropriately adjusting the quality
factor, the frame size, and the frame rate of the transmit-
ted video sequence. In the scenarios below, these values are
appropriately limited (because of the link speed) to approx-
imately 630 kbps and 10.9 frames per second. The maxi-
mum frame size produced by vic was 7200 bytes. Since the
compression is JPEG (which utilizes only int raframe com-


pression) and the video scene did not change much, the rate
remains fairly constant. Thus, the traffic description given
to RCAP for channel establishment is a peak and average
rate of 10.9 packets per second, an averaging interval of 1
second, and a maximum packet size of 7200 bytes. These
7200 byte packets are fragmented at the RMTP layer into


1000 byte packets, which is the size needed for transmission
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over the T1 link. The traffic specifications are appropriately
translated by RCAP. During the experiments, cross-tratlic is
introduced between a UCLA workstation blizzard. ucla and a
machine at UCB gm@ng. berkeleg. This cross-traffic is rep-
resentative of the load induced by researchers on the Sequoia
testbed: the transfer of large images from remote m= stor-
age devices to a local workstation for viewing and analysis.


To stress the performance of the real-time connections, the


cross-traffic was sent at 1.2 Mbps from the source. ThB traf-
fic, in conjunction with the existing multimedia trafiic, was
enough to overload the T1 links (1.5 Mbps) of the network,


and cause congestion. Some fraction of the cross-trfic suc-
cessfully made it across to the destination, depending on the
load on the network.


4.1 RMTP/RTIP VS. UDP/IP


This section investigates the performance of a video
conference session using vie, transported over the
RMTP/RTIP protocols. The connection was established
from faith. berkele~ to paola. ucsd. Cross traffic was intro-


duced as explained to load the T1 link. Measurements of


the queueing behavior at the bottleneck router (at Berke-


ley) are presented. Then the throughput and packet inter-


arriva.1times as observed at the destination host (paola. ucsd)
is compared to the performance of a tic session transmitted
over UDP/IP from propaganda. berkeie~ to paola. uc.wl.
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3: Measurement Scenario


The following experiments investigate the effect of the
congestion in the multimedia trrdlic with the above scenario
in progress. Various aspects of real-time data delivered by


RMTP/RTIP or UDP/IP are explored. Clearly, when con-
gestion occurs in the network, packets will be dropped due
to buffer overflows, or delayed due to excessive queue sizea,
unless special action is taken to protect the real-time con-
nections from the effects of the congestion. Note that re-
transmiasions are not feasible in real-time applications such
as interactive video conferencing because of the excessive
delay that this requires; in a real-time application, an exces-
sively delayed packet must be considered lost. As well, real-
time applications cannot in general be expected to throttle
their rate because of conditions in the network. Specifically,
many multimedia applications have some threshold below
which they are unusable since the quality is so poor. We
present some quantitative measurements of the network per-
formance, in terms of the queueing behavior of the bottle-
neck router and the packet arrival behavior at the destina-
tion host, as well as subjective merumres of the video quality
delivered to the end user.


4.1.1 Router Measurements


For the RMTP/RTIP vic session, Figures 4(a) and 4(b) il-
lustrate the queueing behavior of the output link at the con-
gested router. Figure 4(a) shows the dwtribution of the


queue length observed by an arriving packet for the mea-
aured RMTP/RTIP tic channel. Figure 4(b) shows the
queueing delay for the same channel. Each point on this
plot represents one pmket, showing the time of arrival on
the x-axis and the total time spent on the node on the y-
axis. Since there is only one real-time channel traversing
the router, and the service discipline (EDD) is locally First-
Come-First-Served for packets on the same real-time chan-
nel, the real-time packet queue length seen by an arriving
real-time packet should correspond dwectly to the queueing
time of the packet. (If there are multiple channels traversing
the router, even if the rerd-time packet queue is short when
a real-time packet arrives, it is possible that the packet ex-
periences a longer delay due to the arrival of packets from
other connections which have smaller delay bounds.)


On a T1 link, the 1000 byte packets each have a transmis-
sion time of approximately 5 ms so that the maximum queue
length (for real-time traffic) of 5 packets corresponds to a
maximum queueing delay of 25 ms. The fact that some real-
time packets experienced a delay of 30 ms is explained by the
following. Although real-time packets have higher priority
than best-effort packets, thm priority is non-preemptive. If
a real-time packet arrives when there is a beat-effort packet
being transmitted, the real-time packet must wait for the
end of the transmission of the best-effort packet.


Finally, note that the scheduling policy successfully pre-
vents the queueing delays from riaiig beyond the deadline,
and also prevents buffer overflows, by ensuring that the real-
time packets are served at the reserved rates. This can be


seen from the graphs, where even at the most congested
router, queue lengths for the real-time channel do not grow
beyond 5 packets, and the delay is always less than 30 ma.
Th~ is true even during periods in which the router is han-
dling cross-traffic which saturates the T1 link.
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Figure 4: Queue Length Distribution and Queueing Delay for a single RTIP Channel
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Figure 5: Receive Bandwidths for UDP/IP and RMTP/RTIP
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Figure 7: Queueing Delay for Co-existing RTIP Channels


4.1.2 Application Measurements


Figure 5 shows the effect of cross-traflic and network con-
gestion on the received bandwidth of the two vic sessions.
In the experiment, the data loading application is run be-
tween time t x 20sec and t x 30sec, The vertical axes show
the received bandwidth (averaged over 1 second intervals)


in kbps and the horizontal axes show time in seconds. In
both Figure 5(a) and 5(b) the received bandwidth is fairly
smooth before t = 20. Although in general motion JPEG


has higher peak-to-average rate ratios of two to three to one,
this video is smoother for two reaons. First, the camera is
digitizing a person in an office. Without much action the
frame sizes are smoother, since the information in the scene
is roughly the same from one frame to the next. Second, the
plot shows the received bandwidth averaged over 1 second
intervals which further smoothes the data.


At t = 20, Figures 5(a) and 5(b) diverge. At this time,
the data-loading application from UCLA is contending for
resources at the T1 link between UCB and UCSB. Since
the aggregate data being transmitted by the applications is
greater than the link speed, packets will be dropped due to


buffer overflows. Figure 5(a) shows that the UDP/IP vic
session suffers degradation due to the network congestion.
Specifically, between t = 20 and t = 30 the UDP/IP vic


session sees its average receive bandwidth drop 25~0 to 437


kbps from 580 kbps with a minimum of 310 kbps, On the
other hand, the receive bandwidth of the RMTP/RTIP vic


session in Figure 5(b) demonstrates that the RMTP/RTIP
session was not at all affected by the congestion and buffer
overilows at the UCB router. The reason for this is that the
Tenet protocols explicitly reserved network resources for the
RMTP/RTIP connection, That is, even when the network
routers are dropping packets because of excessive congestion
and load, the RMTP/RTIP connection is untiected since a


certain portion of the bandwidth and buffers haa been set
aaide for it.


Figures 6(a) and 6(b) further illustrate the performance
of the protocols. In these figures, the horizontal axes repre-


sent time (in seconds) while the vertical axes represent the


receive inter-frame time (in milliseconds), or the time differ-
ence between the arrival of two successive JPEG frames at
the receiver. Since the senders are transmitting at 10 frames
per second, variation from a receive inter-frame time of 100
ms is caused by either delay-jitter introduced by the net-
work due to fluctuating queue lengths at the routers, or by
dropped frames due to buffer overflows at the routers. Figure
6 shows that when the network is unloaded (t < 20), both


the UDP/IP and RMTP/RTIP vic sessions are received at
a fairly constant rate of 10 frames per second. However, at
t = 20 when the network becomes congested, the interframe


time for the UDP/IP session becomes highly variable and
resches a th~d to almost a half a second. Further, for the
UDP/IP session, even when the cross-traffic is eliminated
at t = 30 seconds, the receive inter-frame time is still er-
ratic for several more seconds. The receive bandwidth plot


(graph 5(a)) shows some peaks in the same region. The rea-
son for these is that the network congestion is not alleviated
instantly as the load is removed. Rather the buffers in the
source machine, and in the network routers, are drained over
a period of time. During this time, old packets are received
at the destination at a h~her rate than the source is actu-
ally inserting packets into the network. Finally, Figure 6(b)


demonstrates that the RMTP/RTIP session was unaffected
by the network losd introduced between t = 20 and t = 30
since network resources have been explicitly set aaide for this
connection.


4.2 Two RMTP/RTIP Sessions


ThB experiment investigat- the simultaneous existence of
multiple real-time channels wit h two est abliahed vic sessions,
both using the Tenet Real-Time Protocol Suite. The two
connections are established from faith. berkelev to paola. ucad


and from propaganda.berkele~ to Pao{a. uc.sd. Competing 1P
traffic is again introduced to load the T1 link. Figures 7(a)


and 7(b) show the queueing time vs. packet arrival time


graph for both channels. As expected, compared to 4(b),
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Figure 8: Receive Bandwidths for Co-existing RTIP Channels


the queueing delays of real-time packets are greater with
two active real-time connections than with one. However,
not e that the delays experienced by individual packets are
still below the local delay bound that is assigned and guaran-
teed to a channel during the connection establishment. This
delay bound will remain fixed and guaranteed throughout


the lifetime of the connection. 1 The real-time load, or the


current utilization of the link by real-time channels, changes
as new channels are accepted or existing channels are ter-
minated. The delay experienced by each packet will be af-
fected ss the real-time load changes, However, the channel
admission control algorithms used by RCAP and the packet
service disciplines implemented in RTIP ensure that the de-
lay of each packet of a channel will always be less than its
delay bound, regardless of the behavior of other connections
in the network. In this experiment, the delays of packets


did increase when there are two real-time channels, how-
ever, the local delay bound was set to be 100 ms for each
channel in all the experiments, and it can be seen from the
figures that delays of all the packets are less than that de-
lay bound. If the establishment of the second channel with
its given traffic specifications and performance requirements
would have caused the local delay bound of the first channel
to be violated, the admission control test would have re-
jected the request for the second channel. This experiment
thus illustrates the protective property of the Tenet proto-


cols: RMTP/RTIP channels are protected not only from 1P
traflic, but other real-time traffic as well.


Figure 8 shows the observed behavior from the perspec-
tive of the end application. The receive bandwidth for both
RMTP/RTIP vic sessions are unaffected by each other as
well as the 1P data loading that occurs during the sessions.


1The local delay bound may be changed by the Dynamic Channel
Management algorithm [10]. Without loss of generality, we aasume


that there in no DCM for the purpose of this discussion,
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4.3 Qualitative Investigations


The purpose of the Tenet protocol suite is to provide end-t-
end performance guarantees to network clients that require
such a service. The final evaluation of the effectiveness of
the protocols to a multimedia application such as tic lies in
actually viewing the video that is received from the network.
Thus, a user’s opinion of the video is critical. Although the
figures of the previous section clearly demonstrate that the
protocols are providing their promised service, it is an essen-
tial point that a user appreciate the difference between the
quality of video transported by UDP/IP and video trans-


ported by RMTP/RTIP.


There are two simultaneous vic sessions involved in the
experiment: one is a UDP/IP session from the machine


uenezia. ucsd at UCSD to the machine propaganda. berkele~
at UCB; the other is an RMTP/RTIP session from the ma-


chine paoia. ucsd at UCSD to the machine ~aith. berkeley at
UCB. Both sessions have an average rate of 580 kbps and 10
frames per second. This rate was purposely chosen so that
both sessions can simultaneously exist on the TI network
(with a link speed of 1.54 Mbps) without adversely affecting
each other. That ia, when there is no congestion in the net-
work and the two vic sessions have the capacity of the entire
network to themselves, they are received by their respective


destinations at their full sending frame rate (10 frames per


second).


To address this problem of measuring the subjective per-
ceptual quality of the video, we use the Mean Opinion Score
(MOS), At the University of California at Berkeley’s 1994


Industrial Liaison Program (IL P), over 50 visitors from in-
dustry and academia viewed a demonstration of the Tenet
Protocol Suite over the Sequoia 2000 Network. The atten-
dees were shown several scenarios of live video transmitted
from UCSD to UCB and were asked to rate the video based
on its perceptual quality. The video source was a single
VCR in UCSD playing a video clip involving motion and
scene changes. The different scenarios corresponded to two
different protocol suites, RMTP/RTIP and UDP/IP, trans-







porting the same video data under various levels of network


load (ss depicted in Figure 3). The attendees were not told


which video was being transported by which protocol suite
or what the different network loads were for the various sce-
narios.


The results of these opinion scores are as follows. With
a 99% confidence interval, the optilon of the RMTP/RTIP
video session did not change with network load. That is,
when the network became congested due to the data load-
ing application, the ILP attendee’s opinion of the perceptual


quality of the RMTP/RTIP video did not change. However,
with the same confidence interval, the attendees’ opinion of
the UDP/IP video seasion decnmsed by a factor of 5470 when
load was introduced into the network. Thus, the results
of the opinion score survey indicate that from a perceptual
point of view, an RMTP/RTIP video session is impervious


to network congestion whale a UDP/IP video session severely
degrades. Furthermore, these results are a qualitative con-
firmation of the data in the previous section indicating that
use of the Tenet Protocol Suite is indeed significantly benefi-
cial to the end user. The ILP demonstration
on video tape in [9].


4.4 Connection Setup Time


is documented


The control protocol used for channel establishment and re-
source reservation is called the Real-time Channel Adminis-
tration Protocol (RCAP). RCAP is responsible for perform-


ing the admission control tests and maintaining the network
state necessary for resource management. Th~ is achieved
by running admission control tests during the round-trip
message exchange necessary for channel establishment. A
major concern in such an approach is the speed of perform-
ing these admission control calculations and the effect this
might have on the connection establishment time. To ad-
dress this issue we measured the time to perform RCAP
establishments both at the round-trip and the node-by-node
level.


The time to perform an end-to-end round trip for chan-
nel establishment from UC Berkeley to UC San Diego, in-
volving 6 machines and 5 links, is merely 80 to 90 ms. This
result is nearly independent of the number of RTIP connec-
tions existing since, as explained below, the time required
for a channel establishment is dominated by link delays and
user-kernel overhead.


To get a better idea of the break-up of the establish-
ment latencies between link and node delays, we performed
another experiment over a shorter path and put multiple
time-stamps onto the RCAP packet. Space was allocated
on the packet for four time-stamps per machine, and each
machme time-stamped the packet once immediately after re-
ceiving it and once immediately before aending it, on both
the forward and reverse path. Using these values, the delays
incurred on the links and the nodes can be calculated. The
results of a typical run are tabulated below. The node 1*
tency values are given separately for the forward and reverse


directions, whale the link delay presented is an average of the
!orward and reverse latencies.


Node I Forward (ins) ] Rev (ins) I Link(ms)
o 3.906 I 3.907 I 3.674
1 2.056 1.832 11.900
2 1.637 1.825 9.779
3 1.853 1.958


Table 1: Node and Link Delays During Channel Set-up


Node Ois a slower machine than the others so the higher
processing times are understandable. On the faster machines
(DECstation 5000/240) the processing times are between 1.5
and 2 ms. The bulk of this time is spent in overheads such
as user-kernel crossing. The time to actually perform the


admission control tests is comparatively very small (0.2 to
0.5 ins).


In conclusion, the time to perform establishment tests
is dominated by the link delays and user-kernel overheads.
The time to perform the actual admission control and re-
source reservation calculation is relatively small. The over-
heads could be reduced by moving the implementation of the
signaling and control software into the kernel, but the cur-
rent performance is more than satisfactory for our current
environment.


4.5 Discussion


The above measurement scenarios show that with the
appropriate scheduling mechanisms in the routers, the


RMTP/RTIP sessions are impervious to network conges-
tion from best-effort 1P traflic. There are several additional
points not explicitly demonstrated in the experiments. First,
three RMTP/RTIP vic sessions at the bit rates chosen for
the experiments would not be allowed simultaneously, since
the total bandwidth exceeds the capacity of the T1 link. If
a third vic client tries to establish an RMTP/RTIP connec-
tion, RCAP will block the call due to insufficient resources.
Next, if the data loading application uses RMTP/RTIP, the
admission control algorithms of RCAP and the rate con-
trol mechanisms of RTIP would prevent the data-loading
application from using any more than the remaining share
of the network bandwidth. Finally, note that different video
sources are allowed to have different bandwidth and delay
requirements. The admission control algorithms are fully
parameterized so that RCAP can accommodate arbitrary
combinations of traflic specifications and performance re-
quirements,


5 Conclusion


The Sequoia 2000 wide area network employs the Tenet pro-
tocols to support the coexistence of computer data and real-
time multimedia traflic. The requirements of the multimedia
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traffic make it necessary to provide network layer support
for real-time communication. The Tenet protocol suite pro-
vides such support, enabling the multimedia applications to
receive their required performance by protecting the connec-
tions from best-effort traffic u well aa from other real-time


connections. This allows the network to operate at high aver-
age utilization while still meeting the real-time requirements


of the multimedia applications.


We presented measurements of the performance of the
Tenet real-time protocols on the Sequoia network. The work-
load used in the experiments is generated by the vic video-
conferencing tool using motion JP EG hardware compres-
sion, and by tools which emulate typical Sequoia scientific
data loading operations. The measurements presented are
the queueing and packet forwarding delays at the bottle-


neck router, the throughput and packet inter-arrival traces
at the destination, the qualitative assessment of the per-
ceived video quality by end users, and Iatencies involved in
admission control and channel establishment.


The measurements presented show that the queueing
delays at the bottleneck router for the protected connec-
tions remains bounded even under extremely high data traf-
fic load. The throughput and inter-arrival times remain
smooth, as opposed to the performance of multimedia traf-


fic carried by the UDP/IP protocol under the same network


loading conditions. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of the
participants in an opinion poll to evaluate the perceived
quality of two video streams transported by the two prc-
tocol suites (UDP/IP vs. RMTP/RTIP) confirms that the


quality of the U DP/IP stream degrades with network load,


while the quality of the RMTP/RTIP stream is largely un-


affected. Finally, we demonstrated that the latency involved
in performing the admission control tests is negligible com-
pared to the link delays and signaling overheads. The total


latency of channel establishment is small (under 100 ms for


a six node path).


In conclusion, the Tenet protocol suite has been demon-
strated to provide guaranteed performance service to mul-
timedia tra.flit, protecting the real-time channels from the
effects of other traffic in the network, including other real-
time channels. This protection allows the Tenet protocols
to provide the multimedia application the required level of
service, and guarantee this against all congestion conditions
in the network. This goal has been met without introduc-
ing excessive overheads for call admission, or restricting the
network to run at low utilization levels.
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